This paper reports on the use of airborne measurements of shortwave spectral reflected radiance and incident spectral irradiance to aid in ICESat-2 validation. Much of the effort reported in this paper is on calibration and characterization of the instruments and on comparison of measurements with radiative transfer simulations over a full dynamic range from darkest to brightest surfaces. In the spirit of reporting the details behind the calibration, testing and analysis, and in the context of this journal, I think this is a publishable manuscript. However, I think the authors must take the time to revise the manuscript based on the numerous comments that follow. I prefer not to segregate between major and minor revisions; the number of comments suggest that in total, the requested revision is major.
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C1
Some general comments: the number of acronyms used in the paper make reading very difficult. At times one would benefit from a key to keep track of the multitude of acronyms, many of which are nearly identical. There is also widespread application of jargon. For example, "at-sensor" can be stricken from the entire paper since only atsensor radiance is investigated. Benchmark and benchmarking is used repeatedlynever once is it defined. Moreover, I would argue that the comparisons between measured and modeled spectra is misinterpreted. In the paper, it is defined as accuracyit most certainly is not. If detailed error analysis of the simulations is conducted I think the authors will find significant overlap in their respective uncertainties. The conclusion will probably be that they agree to within their uncertainties, likely to be on the order of about 10%, but variable across the spectrum. It is on that basis that conclusions must be drawn. Then they can address that if 2% uncertainties are required, what can be learned? The authors must make revisions along these lines; a model uncertainty budget must be conducted.
Here are the detailed comments, with page and line numbers listed for most:
1. p. 2, l. 30: "benchmark"; Instead of using a term like this it is probably better to be specific about how you intend to use your simulations of spectral radiance and irradiance. As it currently reads, the measurements are to be tested against the modeled "truth". This begs the question, why are the measurements even needed? 18. pp. 6-7: The figures in figure 2, especially the linearity curve in the upper left needs to be better explained, either in the text or the caption. The "optimization" in the abscissa is not explained.
19. p. 7, l. 4: Is 1 nm resolution the full-width half-maximum of the slit function, that is, spectral resolution? Or is it sampling resolution? And the wavelength precision of 2%: is that 2% of the wavelength scale (for example, 20 nm at 1000 nm, terrible) or 2% of the sampling resolution (2% of 1 nm, very good). Why not remove such ambiguity and list the precision in absolute units, nm?! And finally: the instrument spectral and sampling resolutions must be stated earlier in the text. 20. p. 7, l. 6. Now using Fieldspec 3 or Pro is extremely confusing and requires a scorecard or flipping back to see which instrument is which. Unless the reader works for ASD or used their products, they won't care. Please use the same identifying notation (how about simpoly zenith and nadir spectrometers?!) throughout? 21. p. 7, l. 7: What is the significance of "a PANalytical company"? 22. p. 7. L. 8-9: "less than 2% for 1 nm resolution". Same comment as above.
23. p. 7, l. 22: "per manufacture specifications." Do you mean "in agreement with manufacture specifications"? 24. p. 7, l. 24-26: I don't understand this sentence. Are you saying that window transmission should be appreciably larger than instrument stability? But this leads to a more important question, relevant to the previous paragraph: why wasn't a calibration made with the window/dome in place? 25. p. 7, last paragraph: The listed accuracies are really uncertainties rather than accuracies. How were they derived? Was a correction for window transmittance made? How was the solar zenith angle factored in to the uncertainty? For the zenith measure-C4 ments (presumably using the cosine receptor) that will likely be the largest source of error, especially if the platform was not actively leveled and in the Arctic where solar zenith angle is quite high. 30. p. 9, l 8: You should probably say more about "cloud contamination". Why do clouds limit the retrieval of surface properties from spectral reflectance measurements? After all, since you are measuring incident irradiance (at flight altitude) it might seem like clouds can be accommodated.
31. p. 9, l. 9: "calibration strategy" again. See previous comment.
32. p. 9, second paragraph: I don't understand this -it seems like it defeats the entire purpose of measuring incident irradiance! 33. p. 9, l. 24: By "direct path" do you mean directly transmitted irradiance? A horizontal translation of the aircraft will be insignificant compared to pitch and roll offsets! I have yet to see this considered, or the angular response of the cosine receptor presented.
34. p. 9, l. 9: The mysterious NIST-traceable source has yet to be identified. 
